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executive
summary
The actors invested in extending the
fossil fuel era and protecting the value
of their fossil assets use an array of
strategies to delay real action to tackle
climate change. While their strategies
take the place of outright climate
denial, the convincing and complex
house of cards that they have built is a
highly dangerous distraction from the
much-needed emissions cuts and
transition to clean energy. The
outcomes will be the same—’fossil
futures’—with continued proliferation
and entrenchment of economies based
on fossil fuels.
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One greenwash tactic is the ‘net zero’
or ‘climate neutrality’ claim. This relies
on an assumption that continued
emissions can be ‘balanced’ by the
removal of carbon from the
atmosphere. Many actors also assume
that they can achieve this balance
through buying carbon offsets.
But the assumption that carbon
offsets can balance out continuing
emissions is erroneous. Operating on
that assumption will lead to an
increase, not a decrease in emissions.
For carbon offsets to serve as green cover
for the fossil futures being imagined by
these actors—fossil fuel corporations,
other major emitters, and the banks and
investors wishing to rescue their
stranded fossil assets—everyone needs
to buy into a set of untruths:
• They have to blend ‘offset’ with
‘removal’, so that any offset is
assumed to be able to compensate
for ongoing emissions by taking
carbon dioxide permanently out of
the atmosphere.

Protesting against carbon markets at
COP26 in Glasgow, 2021.
© Hanae Takahashi /
Friends of the Earth Japan

• They have to believe that currently
available carbon dioxide removal
approaches can keep warming
below 1.5°C, and if not...

None of these statements are valid or
safe assumptions to make. They ignore
scientific evidence around the
remaining carbon budget and
significant uncertainties and risks
around removal technologies. The dire
impacts on food production and
ecosystems predicted in a situation of
temperature overshoot will still happen.
Large-scale food insecurity, hunger and
starvation are likely, and recovery is not
assured. Ecosystem loss and species
extinctions are not reversible.
The types of natural carbon removals
that are currently available (sometimes
referred to as ‘nature-based solutions’)
have a conveniently green image. This
is used as a smokescreen for where the
imagined removals might come from
some day: land- and geo-engineered
approaches (sometimes referred to as
‘carbon unicorns’). Some of these are
only available now at a pilot scale, and
others still completely speculative. They
are all packaged together to promise
great sums of future removals—
someday, after overshooting 1.5°C by a
certainly deadly margin.

For carbon offsets
to serve as green cover
for the fossil futures

• They have to imagine that largescale removal of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere will be
possible sometime in the future,
that overshooting 1.5°C is not
without deadly consequences, and
that currently non-existent
technologies will be able to bring
temperatures back to ones that are
hospitable to life on our planet.
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being imagined by fossil
fuel corporations, other
major emitters, banks
and investors everyone
needs to buy into a set
of untruths.
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With COP26 giving the green light to
new global carbon markets, more
countries chasing ‘net zero’ targets,
new shipping and aviation offset
schemes, and fossil fuel corporations
greenwashing
their
continued
emissions with dodgy nature-based
offsets, demand for offsets is forecast
to skyrocket. The architects of the
effort to scale voluntary carbon
markets assert that the voluntary
market will need to grow 15-fold by
2030, clearly because the drivers of this
market work under assumptions of
continued dependence on and burning
of fossil fuels.
As with any market, offsets markets
must be constructed; invisible carbon
emissions must be somehow turned
into a commodity, ideally an asset in
which investors have confidence.
Market players like the Task Force on
Scaling Carbon Markets (TSVCM), and
the Architecture for REDD+ Transitions
(ART) are seeking to harmonise and
standardise what counts as an offset
credit, with the ostensible goal of
improving credit ‘quality’ and market
confidence. Their strategy is to blend
‘carbon removals’ and ‘avoided
emissions’ into a single credit unit,
making them appear the same and in
the process greatly enlarging the
possible supply of offset credits to fuel
fossil futures. Yet, avoided emissions
projects do nothing to compensate for
ongoing emissions, and the word ‘offset’,
in the sense of ‘compensate for’, should
not even be used to describe them. This
basic physical fact is obscured if all
offsets are made equivalent.

In this process, the actors behind these
initiatives are building an elaborate
house of cards that is being used, along
with the fairy tales of carbon-neutrality
and ‘net zero’ fossil futures, to enable
fossil-based capitalism to carry on
unimpeded. A carbon-offset market can
only lead to more warming. It provides
an excuse for continued emissions by
the political and polluting elite.
It is also clear that actors involved in the
construction of the market have intents
beyond mere offsetting: they are also
planning for the expansion of trading
and profit-making options to secondary
markets and derivatives (e.g. futures
and swaps) markets. Derivatives
markets are dominated by financial
speculators. More complexity means
more possibilities for speculation.

Ibu Rumsiah from Kalimantan,
Indonesia resisting the
Indramayu coal fired power
plant. © Luka Tomac / Friends
of the Earth International

Fossil futures rely on political and
economic power as well as a set of
compelling narratives to make it seem
as if there is no alternative to fossilfuelled economies. The house of cards
that is the carbon offset market
contributes to the economic and
narrative power of those futures, but its
greatest threat to our efforts to tackle
climate change are the real material
consequences of trading in offsets that
do nothing to reduce emissions. When
actors rely on offsets rather than
reducing their emissions at source,
global emissions continue to rise. The
work to obscure the difference between
‘avoided’ or ‘reduced emissions’ and
‘carbon removals’, by market actors
seeking to expand the market, will
contribute to climate disaster.

The only way we will successfully keep temperature rise below 1.5°C is a rapid, just, and equitable transition
to a peoples-centred, renewable energy system. There is no room for offsets on the path to fossil-free futures.
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Introduction
To prevent runaway climate change we must stop the
practices that are increasing greenhouse gas concentrations
in the atmosphere: fossil fuel combustion, deforestation, and
industrial agricultural practices are the most important to
tackle. Yet fossil fuel producers, governments, banks and
investors seem intent to push us over the edge of a climate
change cliff.1
Decades of climate denial and other strategies of delay,
funded by big polluters and promoted by the political elite,
have kept us on a suicidal path of continued emissions and
continued warming. The actors invested in extending the
fossil fuel era and protecting the value of their fossil assets
use an array of strategies that can take the place of outright
denial, but still serve to delay action. The outcomes are the
same—’fossil futures’—with continued proliferation and
entrenchment of economies based on fossil fuels.

The fossil futures fantasy:
balancing ongoing fossil emissions
with carbon removal
One greenwashed tactic of delay and denial is the ‘net zero’
or ‘climate neutrality’ claim. Countries and companies use
these claims in an attempt to avoid scrutiny while
continuing fossil agendas, delaying action into the future,
until 2040, 2050, or beyond.
The net zero or neutrality claim relies on an assumption that
continued emissions can be ‘balanced’ by the removal of
carbon from the atmosphere. Many actors also seem to be
assuming that they can buy this balancing through
purchasing carbon offsets.2
The first assumption, that carbon removal can balance out
continued emissions, is scientifically flawed. The most recent
IPCC report concluded that “[carbon dioxide removal] cannot
serve as a substitute for deep emissions reductions.”3
The second assumption, that carbon offsets can balance out
continued emissions, is also dangerously erroneous.
Operating on that assumption will almost certainly lead to
an increase in emissions, not a decrease.
These two assumptions, and the definitions and distinctions
between the two terms, are unpacked in Section I of the report.

Protesting against carbon markets at
COP26 in Glasgow, 2021.
© Hanae Takahashi /
Friends of the Earth Japan

1
2
3

4
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The private sector, led by the banks and investors who are
financing fossil futures, has jumped on the new greenwashing
opportunities of ‘net zero’ to breathe new life into the
voluntary carbon offset market. The International Institute of
Finance (the trade association of the global financial services
industry) launched a major project in 2020 to massively
increase the size and scope of the global offset market
through a Task Force on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets
(TSVCM).4 (The TSVCM is covered in more detail in Section III.)

D. Carrington and M. Taylor. 2022. Revealed: the ‘carbon bombs’ set to trigger catastrophic climate breakdown. The Guardian. 11 May.
New Climate Institute and Carbon Market Watch. 2022. Corporate Climate Responsibility Monitor 2022. https://newclimate.org/2022/02/07/corporate-climate-responsibility-monitor-2022/ We
explore in detail in this report the dangerous misconception of equivalency between offsets and removals.
IPCC. 2022. Climate Change 2022: Mitigation of Climate Change. Contribution of Working Group III to the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [P.R. Shukla, et al.
(eds.)]. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK and New York, NY, USA. doi: 10.1017/9781009157926. Chapter 12, page 38. The IPCC defines carbon dioxide removal (CDR) as “Anthropogenic activities
removing carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere and durably storing it in geological, terrestrial, or ocean reservoirs, or in products. It includes existing and potential anthropogenic enhancement of
biological or geochemical CO2 sinks and direct air carbon dioxide capture and storage (DACCS), but excludes natural CO2 uptake not directly caused by human activities.” Glossary.
But see also J. Shankleman and N. White. 2022. Carney’s bid to grow carbon market rejigged amid controversy. Bloomberg Green. 16 March.
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If fossil fuels cannot be burned, fossil fuel assets—the fuels
themselves; the infrastructure for extracting, processing,
transporting; infrastructure in carbon-intensive industries,
such as aviation and shipping—will lose their value. The
stranding of these assets is a concern not only for the fossil
fuel majors themselves, but also the banks and investors that
hold stock, loans, and other securities based on these assets.5
The recent IPCC report concluded that “[l]imiting warming
to below 2°C will leave fossil fuel resources unburned and
strand fossil fuel-related infrastructure. The combined value
of the stranded assets has been estimated at 1–4 trillion
dollars.”6 With warming limited to 1.5°C, the value of
stranded assets will be higher.
Fossil fuel majors, carbon-intensive industries, and their
major creditors and investors, are using carbon offsets and
related greenwashing narratives in an ongoing public
relations effort to rescue or ‘unstrand’ their massive fuel and
infrastructure assets.

Most current offset projects
do not result in the removal of CO2
from the atmosphere.
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7
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CARBON
OFFSETS

Scaled offset markets fuel the fossil
futures fantasy
Offsetting is a practice where an emitter pays someone else,
somewhere else, to do something supposedly nice for the
climate. The transactions are in the form of carbon-offset
credits, measured in tons of carbon.
Some offset credits are generated through projects that
avoid or reduce emissions from going into the atmosphere
in the first place. Others are generated through projects that
are designed to remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from the
atmosphere, either in forests and ecosystems or in
association with engineered storage.
Most current offset projects do not result in the removal of CO2
from the atmosphere: the vast majority of offset credits are
generated by avoiding or reducing emissions.7 (See figure 2 in
section 1) This has caused a great amount of concern in the
carbon-offset marketplace, as there is a strong scientific and
normative push away from ‘avoided emissions’ or reduction
offsets, towards removal offsets. The scientific reasoning to shift
away from avoided emissions and reduction offsets is quite
simple—these projects do nothing to reduce the amount of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Oxford University is one of the
leaders of this push, and in 2020 a group at the university
published a widely cited set of four “Principles for Net Zero Aligned
Carbon Offsetting”.8 Principle number 2: shift away from avoided
and reduced emissions offsets to carbon removal offsets.
However, there are very few offset credits from removal
projects currently available on the market, while there is a
massive oversupply of credits from avoided emissions or
reductions projects.9 In situations such as this, conflation is
clearly useful to fossil futures. What if all offsets could be
made to look the same? Section III of the report delves into
the details of two separate processes—ART-TREES and the
TSVCM—that are attempting to use new standards under
development to conflate and combine the three types of
offsets—avoided emissions, emission reductions, and
removal—into a single type of credit.

Lloyd’s. 2017. Stranded assets: the transition to a low-carbon economy. Overview for the insurance industry. https://assets.lloyds.com/assets/pdf-stranded-assets/1/pdf_stranded-assets.pdf.
IPCC. 2022. WGIII Summary for Policymakers. Section C4.4, pp. 36-7.
Carbon Direct. 2022. Assessing the state of the voluntary carbon market in 2022. https://carbon-direct.com/2022/05/assessing-the-state-of-the-voluntary-carbon-market-in-2022/
University of Oxford. 2020. The Oxford Principles for Net Zero Aligned Carbon Offsetting. https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2022-01/Oxford-Offsetting-Principles-2020.pdf
“Pure removal projects made up only 3% of all projects issuing credits over 2021 and 2022 YTD, while projects that tend to include a mix of removals and reductions represented 13%.” Carbon Direct 2022. Also on
lack of removal credits see J. Zelikova. 2020. In search of carbon removal offsets. Carbon 180. 12 November. https://carbon180.medium.com/in-search-of-carbon-removal-offsets-42abf71b3ccc; on oversupply of
avoidance and reduction offset credits: Trove Research. 2022. Voluntary carbon market 2021 in review and 2022 outlook. 31 January. https://trove-research.com/research-and-insight/voluntary-carbon-market2021-year-in-review-and-2022-outlook/
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Fossil futures rely on dreams
of carbon removal
Carbon offsets help to greenwash the fossil-fuelled futures of
fossil fuel giants, other major emitters, and the banks and
investors that are financing them. Confounding and conflating
carbon offsetting and carbon removal makes any offsets seem
to be about reducing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
Carbon dioxide removal is its own kind of fantasy. Engineered
removal technologies exist at pilot scales only, and the large
number of concerns raised by their scale-up remain
unaddressed—including the immensity of land area needed
for large-scale afforestation and bioenergy carbon capture
and storage (BECCS), and the gargantuan energy
consumption of direct air capture technologies. ‘Naturebased’ removals in forests, soils and ecosystems are temporary
and as such cannot counteract fossil emissions that stay in
the atmosphere for hundreds to thousands of years.
Moreover, nature-based removals are fundamentally limited.
For the confounding of carbon offsetting and carbon removal
to work as greenwashing requires that people believe that
carbon dioxide removal is a viable approach to keep warming
below 1.5°C. They need to believe that large-scale removal of
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is possible on the
timeframes necessary to keep warming below 1.5°C or, if not,
that we can overshoot 1.5°C and remove carbon dioxide at
some point in the future to bring temperatures back to ones
that are hospitable to life across the planet and human
civilisation, and everything will be fine. None of these
statements are valid or safe assumptions to make, and of
course they are the core of corporate narratives about both
carbon offsetting and carbon removal.10

Feel-good climate-offset stories to fuel these beliefs can be
found on numerous fossil-fuel giant websites and in their
marketing claims.11 Shell’s ‘Sky scenario’ imagines a future
where they continue selling fossil fuels and someone,
somewhere, plants an area the size of Brazil with carbonsucking trees.12 In this fairy tale scenario, all of that
necessary land is available and can be used for offset
projects without displacing and harming the communities
who live there, who are often Indigenous Peoples. Vast land
grabs happen without the mere mention of human rights
violations or impacts on food sovereignty or complete
disruption of ecosystem functioning.

Carbon dioxide removal is its own kind
of fantasy. Engineered removal
technologies exist at pilot scales only,
and the large number of concerns raised
by their scale-up remain unaddressed.

Palm plantation
in Malaysia.
© nelzajamal / Shutterstock

The Net-Zero
Smokescreen’ event at
COP26 in Glasgow, 2021.
© Hanae Takahashi /
Friends of the Earth Japan

10 Trees take time to grow; removals through forest and ecosystem restoration can only assist in slowing temperature rise. See for example H.D. Matthews, et al. 2022. Temporary nature-based carbon removal
can lower peak warming in a well-below 2°C scenario. Nature Communications Earth & Environment https://doi.org/10.1038/s43247-022-00391-z. The impacts on food production and ecosystems in a
situation of temperature overshoot will still happen. Large-scale food insecurity, hunger and starvation are likely, and recovery is not assured. Ecosystem loss and species extinctions are not reversible.
11 S. Jessop, G. Dickie, and B. Mallet. 2022. Environmental groups sue TotalEnergies over climate marketing claims. Reuters, 2 March. https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainablebusiness/environmental-groups-sue-totalenergies-over-climate-marketing-claims-2022-03-03/
12 Shell. N.d. Sky scenario. https://www.shell.com/energy-and-innovation/the-energy-future/scenarios/shell-scenario-sky.html
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box A: Intrinsic value of ecosystems
Ecosystems have an intrinsic value independent of human use. Indigenous and Traditional Community Forest Management
and the practice of Peasant Agroecology are important practices in their own right, with an important benefit of also helping
cool the planet by absorbing carbon dioxide.13 An important but mostly forgotten factor in this is that biodiversity and
ecosystems have different types of values, which are much broader and more important than the economic value. The UN
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) defines the values of biodiversity as: the intrinsic, ecological, genetic, social
economic, scientific, educational, cultural, recreational and aesthetic values of biological diversity and its components. Yet,
offsetting focuses solely on the economic value, thereby reducing a very complex reality to a singular measure, with
enormous consequences, especially for Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities. Not only do offsetting schemes hinder—
and often outright violate—Indigenous Peoples’ rights to practice Community Forest Management and Peasant Agroecology,
they also change the intrinsic ways in which peoples interact with their territories and the biodiversity resources in them.
A greatly expanded offset market makes a useful contribution to the construction of fossil-fuel futures. To believe that
fossil fuels can continue to be burnt because there is carbon removal happening elsewhere requires that carbon removal
to be visible in some way. A scaled-up carbon-offset market, with high-profile, charismatic ‘nature-based’ offsets, is
just the visual needed to keep people imagining that fossil futures will not destroy the planet.

box B: Greenwashing with ‘nature-based’ offsets
There is clearly a special place for ‘nature-based’ offsetting in the hearts and public relations strategies of fossil fuel
majors. Their company websites are adorned with photos of lush tropical forests and zebra-laden savannahs, testament
to the charisma and attraction of nature-based carbon offsets, or ‘Nature Based Solutions’.14
‘Nature-based’ offsets can be generated through any of the three types of offset projects: avoided emissions, reduced
emissions, or removal projects.15 Most of the avoided and reduced emissions offset credits available are from REDD+
projects;16 removal offset credits are generated through a variety of ‘nature restoration’ projects.17
Regardless of whether they are so-called ‘nature-based’, offsetting projects can lead to grave social and environmental
harms: displacing communities from their land, and subjecting humanity and nature to experimental, unproven and
risky technologies and a ‘carbon tunnel vision’,18 that prioritises the amount of carbon captured in trees, soils, and
ecosystems without considering biodiversity or livelihoods that are based on and dependent upon that biodiversity.
Monoculture tree plantations, for example, are destructive to ecosystems and biodiversity, and yet are common ‘nature
based solutions’ used to generate carbon offsets.
Because of their public relations and greenwashing benefits, charismatic ‘nature-based’ carbon offsets are currently in
great demand, regardless of offset type. The race is on to commodify every last atom of carbon in trees, soils, grasslands,
and other charismatic ecosystems to offer for sale. The voluntary market is leading the effort, with support from
government initiatives such as the new Sustainable Carbon Cycles initiative of the European Union; the Norwegian,
UK, and US government support of the LEAF initiative; and the push by some governments within the Convention on
Biological Diversity negotiations to set a ‘nature-based’ carbon removal target.19 (Section II)

13
14
15
16

https://www.foei.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Fight-Hunger-and-Cool-the-Climate-with-Agroecology.pdf
Shell plc. 2022. Nature-based solutions. https://www.shell.com/energy-and-innovation/new-energies/nature-based-solutions.html#iframe=L3dlYmFwcHMvRVBUQi1OQlMtR2xvYmUv
Friends of the Earth International. 2021. Nature Based Solutions: A wolf in sheep’s clothing. https://www.foei.org/publication/nature-based-solutions-a-wolf-in-sheeps-clothing/
REDD+ refers to “reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries; and the role of conservation, sustainable management of forests and enhancement of forest carbon
stocks in developing countries.” https://unfccc.int/topics/land-use/workstreams/redd/what-is-redd
17 Trove Research 2022.
18 T.N. Jensen. 2021. Expert opinion: avoiding carbon tunnel vision. Environment Analyst. https://environment-analyst.com/global/107463/expert-opinion-avoiding-carbon-tunnel-vision
19 We examine all three of these initiatives in more detail later in the report.
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Voluntary and compliance markets
work in synergy to create more carbon
offsets
Much of the analysis in this report is focused on the
voluntary carbon offset market, that is, a market where the
purchase and sale of carbon units is not dictated by laws or
treaties, and where the product traded is a carbon offset.
Actors in compliance markets are subject to government
regulation; they must comply with rules towards the
reduction of emissions, most often under a mandated ‘cap’,
in a ‘cap-and-trade’ system. Both compliance markets and
voluntary markets have failed to reduce emissions, fuelled
human rights abuses, and distracted from the task of
reducing emissions at source.20
There are not firm walls between voluntary and compliance
markets, as cap-and-trade systems often allow regulated
entities to use a certain amount of offsets as a substitute for
their required emission reductions. Offset credits that are
approved for use in compliance systems may also be the
same credits that are traded on voluntary markets.
A number of compliance markets are in operation around
the world, where sub-national (e.g. California), national (e.g.
New Zealand), or supranational (e.g. European Union/EU)
laws provide for the buying and selling of one or two types
of carbon units: carbon offsets and emissions allowances.
The number of compliance markets is expected to grow in
the near future, as governments attempt to use marketbased mechanisms to reduce fossil emissions, rather than
direct regulation.

The amount of offsets currently available in the voluntary
marketplace is orders of magnitude lower than what the
fiction of fossil futures requires for a credible story. It should
be no surprise that a variety of actors across voluntary and
compliance markets are involved in efforts to scale up offset
volume. One of the most prominent voluntary efforts is the
TSVCM, which has recently changed form and name; it is
now the Integrity Council for Voluntary Carbon Markets (ICVCM). The United States and the European Union both have
initiatives underway for soil carbon sequestration crediting,
giving government backing to potentially large amounts of
very temporarily sequestered carbon.22 The Carbon Offsetting
and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) of
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is
expanding the types of eligible credits (emission units) it
accepts to include those from high forest, low deforestation
(HFLD) jurisdictions, that is, avoided emissions offsets from
forests that are not actually under threat of deforestation.23
Voluntary and compliance markets will likely continue to
interact and support each other in these sorts of ways over
the coming years, and these links must be closely and
continuously scrutinised.

The amount of offsets currently
available in the voluntary marketplace
is orders of magnitude lower than what
the fiction of fossil futures requires
for a credible story.

At the global level, Parties to the Paris Agreement have
recently adopted new rules towards the establishment of a
new global trading mechanism under Article 6 of the
agreement. While many details are still to be worked out,
the rules legitimise the use of offsetting to meet national
goals (nationally determined contributions/NDCs), and give
a further green light to governments to incorporate
internationally-traded offsets in their NDCs, including those
sourced from the voluntary market.21

20 For example see J.F. Green. 2021. Does carbon pricing reduce emissions? A review of ex-post analyses. Environmental Research Letters 16(4).
21 There are still many details left to be negotiated, including rules for how projects might be developed and registered; how emissions reductions will be measured; how activities involving removals will be
monitored, reported, and verified, including reversals; how trading offsets will be recorded and tracked; and whether or not emissions avoidance may be included for trading purposes in order to meet NDCs.
22 The Growing Climate Solutions Act of 2021 has passed the US Senate but is stalled in the US House of Representatives, in part because of opposition to the provisions on soil carbon sequestration.
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/1251. The Commission of the European Union is developing an EU-wide carbon farming initiative. https://ec.europa.eu/clima/news-yourvoice/news/commission-sets-carbon-farming-initiative-motion-2021-04-27_en.
23 Architecture for REDD+ Transactions (ART). 2022. ICAO eligibility expanded for ART-issued TREES credits for use in CORSIA. https://www.artredd.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/ICAO-Eligibility-Expandedfor-ART-Issued-TREES-Credits-for-Use-in-CORSIA.pdf
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Building the house of cards
As with any market, offsets markets must be constructed;
invisible carbon emissions must be somehow turned into a
commodity, ideally an asset in which investors can have
confidence. Markets operate through rules and standards,
which can provide confidence in the underlying asset being
created. Several prominent actors, including the TSVCM,
Architecture for REDD+ Transactions: The REDD+ Environmental
Excellence Standard (ART-TREES), and the European
Commission, have initiatives underway to develop rules and
standards intended to create the perception of confidence and
stability needed to massively scale-up market volumes. These
efforts may serve as future input to the still-nascent global
trading regime being set up under the Paris Agreement. But
declarations of political or market confidence should not be
equated with the delivery of actual climate benefits.
One objective that seems common to these efforts (TSVCM,
ART-TREES, and the European Commission) is to harmonise
and standardise what counts as an offset credit, with the
ostensible goal of improving credit ‘quality’. This entails
making things that are different seem to be the same,
establishing equivalence between offset projects that lead to
carbon removal from the atmosphere (however temporary),
such as planting trees, and offset projects that prevent carbon
from going into the atmosphere in the first place (avoided and
reduced emissions), such as stopping deforestation. Avoided
emissions projects do nothing to compensate for ongoing
emissions, and the word ‘offset’, in the sense of ‘compensate

for’, should not even be used to describe them, but this basic
physical fact is obscured if all offsets are made equivalent. This
report goes into detail on two leading efforts—ART-TREES and
the TSVCM—that appear to be doing just that, blending
carbon removals and avoided emissions into a single credit
unit, making them appear the same and in the process (the
underlying intent?) greatly enlarging the possible supply of
offset credits to fuel fossil futures.
The actors of these efforts are building an elaborate house
of cards that is being used, along with the fairy tales of
carbon-neutrality and fantasies of net zero fossil futures, to
enable fossil-based capitalism to carry on unimpeded. A
carbon-offset market can only lead to more warming, as it
provides an excuse for continued emissions by the political
and polluting elite.
The only way to stop climate change is to justly reduce
emissions and stop burning fossil fuels. There are many paths
to ending the use of fossil fuels, many of which could entrench
and expand already existing injustices. For that reason, justice
and equity must be foundations for all our efforts.

declarations of political or market
confidence should not be equated with
the delivery of actual climate benefits.

Protesting against carbon
markets and net zero as a false
solution for climate change,
during the COP26 in Glasgow,
2021. Activists built a huge
carbon unicorn to make their
message heard. © Hanae Takahashi
/ Friends of the Earth Japan
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and imagining fossil futures
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Coal power station at night in Poland.
© Redpixel.pl / Shutterstock

Removals are put into a very bright spotlight with the net
zero framing of Article 4.1 of the Paris Agreement:
In order to achieve the long-term temperature goal set
out in Article 2, Parties aim to reach global peaking of
greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible,
recognising that peaking will take longer for developing
country Parties, and to undertake rapid reductions
thereafter in accordance with best available science, so
as to achieve a balance between anthropogenic emissions
by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in
the second half of this century, on the basis of equity, and
in the context of sustainable development and efforts
to eradicate poverty. [emphasis added]
What exactly are these removals that are to do all of this
work in the coming decades, century, and beyond? And is
there a difference between a removal and an offset?

24 CLARA. 2021. Nature and net zero. https://www.clara.earth/net-zero-and-nature
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box 1: Defining carbon offsets 24
Offset (used as a noun and a verb). The IPCC defines a
carbon offset as “a unit of CO2-equivalent emissions
that is reduced, avoided, or sequestered to compensate
for emissions occurring elsewhere.” Entities that are
responsible for carbon emissions will buy offset credits,
based on the assumption that their emissions are
somehow being cancelled out as emissions are avoided
or sequestered elsewhere.
Sometimes the word “offset” is used as a verb, in its
more general sense of “compensate for”, which can
muddy the water.
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On removals
Obviously, carbon dioxide can be removed from the
atmosphere, as this is exactly what plants do in order to live.
Of course, they then release that carbon dioxide back into
the atmosphere when they die. Plant-based removals,
through protecting and enhancing natural sinks, are the vast
majority of so-called human-managed removals.25 Proposed
technologies for engineering removals include direct air
capture and storage (DAC), bioenergy carbon capture and
storage (BECCS), and enhanced weathering, which to date
operate only on pilot scales, with little current indication of
whether or not, or by how much, that scale could or should
be expanded.
Removals are inherently hard to measure, impermanent and
uncertain if ‘nature based’, and unproven, risky, and
dangerous if technology based.26 Furthermore, the
anticipated impacts on human and environmental systems
are not acceptable. All removal schemes entail significant
risk for the peoples who live on land that might be grabbed
for large-scale sequestration projects.
However dangerous and unproven, the idea of removals, and
the future possibilities for removing many gigatons of
carbon dioxide every year from the atmosphere, is key to the
continued fossil enterprise. The amount of carbon dioxide
that can still be emitted and accumulated in the atmosphere
and still keep warming below 1.5°C above pre-industrial
levels is small—less than 10 years of emissions at the
current rate.27 Because carbon dioxide accumulates and
stays in the atmosphere for hundreds to thousands of years,
the only way to keep temperatures below 1.5°C of warming,
if emissions were to continue and if removal technologies
worked, would be to carry out removals at the same scale as
emissions, and continue doing so year after year.

box 2: Fossil carbon
and terrestrial carbon
are not equivalent 28
Fossil carbon and terrestrial (land-based) carbon are part
of different carbon cycles: slow and fast. The fossil carbon
(slow) cycle takes place over hundreds of millions of years.
The fast cycle (terrestrial carbon) takes place over
hundreds to thousands of years. These cycles happen
regardless of whether we burn fossil fuels or not. The
burning of fossil fuels—moving enormous of volumes of
carbon once stored beneath the earth into the fast
carbon cycle of trees and ecosystems—dramatically
exceeds physical and biological limits of the fast carbon
cycle, so CO2 accumulates in the atmosphere.
“As a prisoner of time and geology, fossil carbon only
participates in the active carbon cycle once it’s dug up and
buried. Doing so dramatically expands the active pool of
carbon, with fossil fuel combustion overwhelmingly
responsible for current rates of global warming.”29
There is no material difference between an atom of
carbon from fossil sources and one that is found in the
bark of a tree. But there is only so much space in the
terrestrial carbon cycle. Ecosystems take up carbon
through the processes of living organisms. If the
number of living organisms increases, through forest
restoration for example, there is the possibility to take
up more carbon. But that ability is finite. As one
prominent scientist has said “You cannot fit the
geosphere into the biosphere.”30
Fossil carbon and terrestrial carbon are not interchangeable
and we cannot continue to put fossil carbon into the
fast terrestrial carbon cycle without dire consequences.

25 In its latest report, Working Group III of the IPCC lists afforestation, reforestation, improved forest management, agroforestry, and soil carbon sequestration as the only widely practiced methods for carbon
dioxide removal. See also the definition of CDR in footnote 3.
26 Friends of the Earth International. 2021. A leap in the dark: the dangers of bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS). https://www.foei.org/publication/bioenergy-carbon-capture-storage-beccs-report/
27 The sixth assessment report of the IPCC provides information on remaining carbon budgets in great detail.
28 W. Carton, et al. 2021. Undoing equivalence: rethinking carbon accounting for just carbon removal. Frontiers in Climate, April. doi: 10.3389/fclim.2021.664130.
29 K. Ervine. 2018. Carbon. Polity Press.
30 Paraphrasing Professor Peter Smith of the University of Aberdeen.
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The scale of carbon dioxide removal that needs to be
imagined for fossil futures far exceeds the potential of
removals.31 All of the tree planting in the world will not keep
us below 1.5°C of warming.32

FIGURE

1

But it is in the interest of fossil emitters and their investors
to make us all think that the scale of land-based and
engineered removals needed by a continuing fossil economy
is actually possible.

BALANCING EMISSIONS
AND REMOVALS

CARBON
SEQUESTRATION

CO

2

EMISSIONS

SEQUESTRATION CAPACITY
IN EARTH’S ECOSYSTEMS
AND FORESTS IS LIMITED

URGENT AND DEEP
EMISSION REDUCTIONS
ARE NECESSARY

NOW

31 N. Dabi and A. Sen. 2021. Tightening the net: net zero climate targets—implications for land and food equity. Oxfam. DOI: 10.21201/2021.7796; Joppa, et al. 2021. Microsoft’s million-tonne CO2-removal
purchase—lessons for net zero. Nature 597: 629-632. doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-021-02606-3
32 “Within ambitious mitigation strategies … CDR [carbon dioxide removal] cannot serve as a substitute for deep emissions reductions.” IPCC Sixth Assessment Report, Working Group III, Chapter 12. See
also comments in footnote 8.
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On offsets
Offsetting is the idea that one entity carries on emitting
greenhouse gases while paying another entity to do
something nice for the climate. That “something nice” might
be carbon removal. It might be claiming that a project is
stopping or slowing deforestation. It might be providing
finance for new hydroelectric, wind, or solar projects. Offset
projects generate offset ‘credits’, a tradeable commodity that
has value depending on its use. Offset credits are often just
referred to as ‘offsets.’33
There are two main types of carbon markets: compliance
and voluntary. In the compliance market, entities are
regulated, with legally binding emission reduction
obligations, and the regulations allow some of those
obligations to be satisfied by the purchase of offset credits.
Examples include the Kyoto Protocol, the European Union
Emissions Trading System, and the California cap-and-trade
system. The offset credits that can be used in these
compliance markets need to be approved for that use.

box 3: What is a carbon offset?
One entity emits greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere
while paying another entity to do something considered
useful to address climate change, such as …

Methane capture or grid-connected renewable energy
(avoided emissions)

Slowing or halting deforestation
(reduced/avoided emissions)

Offset credits are also sold on a voluntary market, where the
buyers have no legal obligation to purchase offsets. However
the purchase of offset credits might be part of a company
publicity or corporate responsibility strategy. Investors might
buy credits as speculative investments, for use in future years,
in anticipation that compliance-market regulations will tighten
and costs will increase. A much wider array of unregulated
offset credits can be bought through voluntary markets.

FIGURE

2

Planting trees or restoring natural ecosystems
(removals)
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less than
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!

Source: BNNBloomberg.

33 Admittedly the insider terminology can be very confusing for those unfamiliar with various contexts and uses of words. Additionally, there is an ongoing evolution, likely in response to the negative image of
offsetting. Offset credits are now often referred to just as ‘credits’ or ‘carbon credits’, losing the problematic modifier.
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Several categories of projects produce carbon-offset credits:
those that remove carbon dioxide (generating removal offset
credits) and those that reduce or avoid emissions (sometimes
these are considered together as avoidance/reductions offset
credits) (See box 3). Most offset credits currently sold are from
avoided-emissions projects and do nothing to compensate for
ongoing emissions (See figure 2). For example, if a company
burns fossil fuels and also purchases avoided emissions
credits from a project to build a solar farm, ostensibly to
‘compensate for’ or ‘offset’ their emissions, there is actually no
‘balancing of emissions and removals’ or compensation. The
fossil emissions are still in the atmosphere, still accumulating,
and still contributing to global warming.

FIGURE

3

The idea of offsetting is as critical to fossil futures as the idea
that large amounts of carbon dioxide can be removed from
the atmosphere. They are distinct ideas, but similarly central
to creating the impression that fossil emissions can continue.
To keep warming below 1.5°C we will need to protect and
restore natural ecosystems. There is little debate about this.
But we can only stop warming if we halt emissions. Offsetting
incorrectly treats these actions as either-or; however, reduced
emissions and removals will be essential to avoid
overshooting 1.5°C. Offsetting, by allowing emissions to
continue, will take us far beyond the remaining carbon budget
and beyond 1.5°C of warming.34

THE FALSE EQUIVALENCE

OFFSETS

≠

CARBON DIOXIDE
REMOVAL
REMOVALS

CO

2

EMISSIONS

PLANTING TREES OR RESTORING
NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS
(ONLY TEMPORARY AND CANNOT COMPENSATE
FOR PERMANENT FOSSIL EMISSIONS)

CANNOT BE OFFSETS

NOT REMOVALS
REDUCED/AVOIDED EMISSIONS
SLOWING OR HALTING DEFORESTATION

AVOIDED EMISSIONS
METHANE CAPTURE OR GRID-CONNECTED
RENEWABLE ENERGY

Solar and wind projects do not remove carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere, thus do not compensate in any sense
for the emissions on the left-hand side of the balance.

34 In the most recent IPCC report, scientists estimated that an additional 500 Gt CO2 might be emitted before 1.5°C of warming will be reached. They also reported that committed emissions from existing
fossil fuel infrastructure would be well over 600 Gt CO2 over the lifetime of those facilities. Not only is there no room for offsetting ongoing emissions within a 1.5°C carbon budget, there is a need to phase
out those emissions from existing infrastructure.
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On removals, offsets, and net zero
Offsetting is often confused or conflated with removal. The
word ‘offset’ can imply ‘to compensate for’ or ‘to balance out’
and it is regularly also used in this more general sense.
Global net zero, as articulated in the Paris Agreement, is a
balance between emissions by sources and removals by
sinks. So the conflation leads to an assumption that
offsetting is a valid approach to achieve net zero.
A large number of corporate actors have made claims about
net zero targets.35 From the information available, these
claims overwhelmingly rely on offsets for ‘balancing out’
their ongoing emissions.36 That is a big part of the problem
and the danger of conflation.
This danger of misplaced reliance on offsets, mistaken as
meaning removals, is exacerbated when coupled with
fantasies about large quantities of removals that are
impossible. ‘Net zero’, and the corporate publicity value
generated through making net zero claims, have given
incentive to market players to try to dramatically increase
the amount of offsets available for buying and selling. That
effort is currently primarily, though not exclusively, focused
on converting removals that are actually available now into
tradeable offset credits, primarily in the voluntary market.

box 4: Removals, offsets,
and carbon unicorns
Carbon Direct is a CO2 management company. Its offset
purchasing strategy illustrates the mix of fact (investing
in real trees) and fiction (imagining that direct air
capture technologies and long-term storage will be
“fully available” by 2025) that can be found in corporate
net zero claims.
One strategy, which we are pursuing now with
Carbon Direct’s own offset procurement, is to buy
future geologic storage credits (ex-ante) alongside
short-term forestry credits (ex-post) to bridge a gap
in availability. The geologic storage will be fully
available by 2025 and has a duration of thousands
of years; the short-term forestation storage is
available now. We structured our offsets in such a
way that by the time the short-term credits expire,
the longer-term storage will have been executed,
offsetting our emissions continuously. Using this
bridge approach, we have offset our emissions
from today into perpetuity. It wasn’t cheap, but we
know that we have fully neutralized our emissions
while supporting both a beneficial forestry project
and scaling engineered carbon removal.37
[emphasis in the original]

35 Corporate Accountability, Global Forest Coalition, and Friends of the Earth International. 2021. The Big Con: how big polluters are advancing a “net zero” climate agenda to delay, deceive, and deny.
https://www.foei.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/The-Big-Con_EN.pdf
36 New Climate Institute and Carbon Market Watch. 2022.
37 Carbon Direct. 2022. Accounting for short-term durability in carbon offsetting. https://carbon-direct.com/2022/02/accounting-for-short-term-durability-in-carbon-offsetting/. In footnotes to this paragraph, Carbon
Direct says that “ex-ante credits are expected to be delivered in the future.” They acknowledge that they have offset their emissions into perpetuity “provided the engineered storage lasts as long as it is supposed to.”
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Making
marketable carbon
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CO2 emissions.
© Melinda Nagy / Shutterstock

The carbon market is a rules-based system. Governments,
private sector, and non-governmental actors have worked
together over the past decade or so to construct legal and
regulatory frameworks for voluntary and compliance carbon
markets at sub-national, national, supranational, and global
levels. Governments and voluntary market firms have
established rules that specify and define parameters that are
considered important to market function and offset credit
quality: permanence, additionality, leakage, baselines, and
fungibility.38 The agreements made as part of the guidelines
for Article 6 under the Paris Agreement will lead to new rules
to address new considerations, such as double counting and
corresponding adjustments.

Rules are made for: making units of carbon; measuring and
accounting for carbon; validating, verifying, and creating
credits; granting property rights over invisible carbon; and
outlining the terms under which credits might be traded.
Because rules have definitional power, they can define what
can and cannot be considered equivalent. The material
nature of differences, for example, between offset credits for
removals or avoided emissions, can all be vanished away
with rules and standards that ignore those differences.

38 Interchangeability between different types of offsets in a market place is called ‘fungibility’. Market rules are used to make different kinds of offsets interchangeable, using discount rates, insurance and/or
time-bound validation schemes, in spite of lack of equivalence. In section IV we describe in more detail the processes that obscure difference by making all offsets look the same.
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Governments and voluntary frameworks alike set rules. The
significant difference is in their legally binding nature, and
related to that, the potential types of consequences related
to transgressing rules. In the absence of, or in deliberate lieu
of, legal frameworks, actors seek to create their own sets of
rules and standards; this is clearly one of the objectives of
the TSVCM— to put in place a set of rules in order to avoid
(or influence) government regulation. Currently, the work of
the TSVCM to unify and standardise trading on a global
carbon market is taking place alongside ongoing legislative
efforts at national, supranational (EU), and international
levels (Paris Agreement Article 6).
Governments can provide credibility to voluntary markets,
through processes such as the creation of the EU carbon
removals certificate.

dramatically expand the scale of the market.40 Investors want
protection against fraud, valueless commodities, and
changing of the rules of the game. Right now there are a large
number of entities operating in the market, generating their
own brand of carbon credits, often with highly questionable
approaches to critical variables such as permanence.
For example, a new firm in the US, NCX (Natural Capital
Exchange), is paying landowners and forest managers to keep
trees standing on their property just for an additional year
beyond their planned harvest date.41 Their contracts are oneyear contracts for temporary carbon storage that is sold on the
carbon offset market to compensate for permanent emissions.
NCX, with controversial accounting methodologies, has
decided that “30.8 tons of CO2 held for one year is equivalent
to emitting an additiona l ton of CO2.”42 Their methodology is
under review by the standard organisation, Verra.

Making offset carbon
Carbon offsets, or more properly, the carbon offset credits
generated from projects that are sold to firms, governments,
or individuals wishing to somehow ‘compensate’ or ‘offset’
their emissions, have been around for over twenty years.
Offset credits are usually measured in tons of carbon. What
ultimately counts as an offset credit is determined by the
rules and standards set by organisations and institutions
manufacturing the credit. These include voluntary market
organisations like Gold Standard and Verra, and the
authorities of regulated markets, such as the Kyoto Protocol’s
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), the European Union’s
Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), and the California Air
Resources Board. It is impossible to visualise a ton of carbon;
a ton of carbon to be traded is what the regulators say it is.
These standard- and rule-setting bodies make determinations
such as what types of projects are allowable and the
methodologies for carrying out those projects, including how
tons of carbon are to be counted. They set rules and standards
for how projects are to be monitored, reported, and verified.39
Credits generated are housed on registries where the
provenance of credits is included.
The voluntary market is not regulated by any government or
global standard: the exchanges are self-regulated by the
players involved. There are no global standards; each
organisation uses different protocols, methodologies, and
accounting principles.
The lack of uniformity of credits, including what market
players call ‘quality’, is troubling to those wishing to
39
40
41
42

Creating and regulating carbon
removals in the European Union, the
United States, and at the UN Convention
on Biological Diversity
Proponents of voluntary offsets argue that the dubious quality
and lack of uniformity of credits available on the voluntary
market is an impediment to scaling up the market, an objective
which is shared by actors in both voluntary and compliance
markets. Regulatory recognition may be able to provide greater
credibility for credits even in the case of controversial offset
quality. Reflecting on the example just used, if the EU says that
one additional year of a tree standing in a forest is worth so
many tonnes of CO2, that likely carries far more weight in a
marketplace than a pronouncement by Verra or NCX, and likely
increases the monetary value of a credit.
US and European governments are indeed doing their part
to enlarge the quantities of credits available for circulation
to imagine and enable fossil futures. These include
programmes at the national level in developed countries to
enhance their own carbon sequestration capacities, as well
as initiatives to count and sell more of the carbon found in
the fields and forests of developing countries. Soil carbon is
a particular focus of these efforts, likely both because of the
large quantities of carbon removals that might be claimed,
and because soil carbon is so volatile and temporary that its
value is currently negligible. A government certificate saying
that a ton of soil carbon exists, even if it might disappear
tomorrow, could still garner value in a marketplace.

GHG Management Institute and Stockholm Environment Institute. N.d. Carbon Offset Guide. https://www.offsetguide.org/understanding-carbon-offsets/
Of course the ultimate quality offset would be no offset at all.
NCX. N.d. How to sell carbon credits with NCX. https://ncx.com/landowners/
D. Cullenward, F. Chay, and G. Badgley. 2022. A critique of NCX’s carbon accounting methods. https://carbonplan.org/blog/ton-year-ncx
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European Union. The European Commission is currently
developing a comprehensive strategy to incentivise both
natural and engineered removals and storage.43 The
Sustainable Carbon Cycles initiative includes a Carbon Farming
element, with the objective to channel public funds to farms
and forests to increase carbon sequestration. The carbonfarming element is complementary to the Commission
proposal to amend the LULUCF regulation44 “by setting a
Union target for net annual removals of 310 MtCO2-eq by
2030 … and allocating targets for each member state.” The
intent and commitment of the Commission to significantly
scale carbon removals is clearly noted in the introduction to
the document: “The development and deployment at scale of
carbon removal solutions is indispensable to climate neutrality
and requires significant targeted support in the next
decades.”45 The document concludes that: “[c]arbon removals
should … become a new business model.”46
A core part of the effort by the Commission is to define a
‘carbon removal certificate’:
A fundamental step to make this [sustainable carbon
cycles] possible is to put in place a regulatory
framework for a clear and transparent identification of
the activities that unambiguously remove carbon from
the atmosphere and can decrease the atmospheric CO2
concentration, therefore developing a EU framework
for the certification of carbon removals, based on robust
accounting rules, for high-quality sustainable carbon
removals from both natural ecosystems and industrial
solutions. [emphasis added]
The Commission imagines that the voluntary market could
eventually provide an additional source of payments for
European farmers, or perhaps even supplant the Common
Agricultural Policy payments as the primary source of
agriculture support. “The public funding will complement
the private funding that can come from the revenues
generated through the sale of carbon credits…”47
A government-certified carbon removal certificate would clearly
be of value in market contexts, providing a thicker veneer of
legitimacy for traded offset credits, particularly for temporary

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53

nature-based removals. “Certification is … a pre-condition for any
sound regulation of—and enhanced uptake by—market-based
carbon removal solutions.”48 Lukas Visek, a member of the
Cabinet of Commission Executive Vice-President Frans
Timmermans, explains that “we need to create trust in these
carbon credits. And this is exactly what the Commission is
working on at the moment. We are going to put forward a
proposal for verification and certification of carbon credits at the
end of this year. And with that we hope to trigger the market
and build trust of investors and those who are involved.”49
United States. Meanwhile, the US government is allocating
millions to basic scientific research and development and pilot
testing of methodologies to measure soil carbon.50 In
November 2021, the White House released a massive
compendium of global projects in a document titled “Plan to
Conserve Global Forests: Critical Carbon Sinks.” Many of the
included initiatives are explicitly labeled as carbon
sequestration and linked to markets.51 Various legislative
initiatives are also being put forward, including the Growing
Climate Solutions Act and a proposal to establish a new
International Terrestrial Carbon Sequestration Program at the
State Department, with a $9 billion dollar trust fund. Under
the programme, USAID would provide assistance in
participating in carbon markets.52
UN Convention on Biological Diversity. Similar to the EU
target setting for annual removals under its LULUCF
regulation, attempts are being made in ongoing negotiations
on a post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework under the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity to set a quantitative
removals target (10 Gt of carbon sequestered annually by
2030) for climate mitigation.53 One could reasonably wonder
why a climate mitigation target is being set under a treaty
on biological diversity. Given the substantial effort being
invested in scaling voluntary carbon markets, and
understanding the enormous volume of removals that a
fossil-fuelled market would require (as detailed in the rest of
the report), one might reasonably conclude that this target
serves to create the conditions for governments and
international organisations to prioritise investments in
forests and soils to help bring more carbon credits to market.

European Commission. 2021. Sustainable Carbon Cycles. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council. 15 December.
Regulation (EU) 2018/841 on the inclusion of greenhouse gas emissions and removals from land use, land use change and forestry in the 2030 climate and energy framework.
European Commission, Sustainable Carbon Cycles, page 2.
European Commission, Sustainable Carbon Cycles, page 22.
European Commission, Sustainable Carbon Cycles, page 22.
European Commission, Sustainable Carbon Cycles, page 20.
Euractiv. 2022. Existing certification schemes to inspire EU plan for carbon removals. 2 May. Webinar. https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/existing-certification-schemes-to-inspireeu-plan-for-carbon-removals/
US Department of Agriculture (USDA). 2021. USDA launches first phase of soil carbon monitoring efforts through Conservation Reserve Program Initiative. https://www.fsa.usda.gov/news-room/newsreleases/2021/usda-launches-first-phase-of-soil-carbon-monitoring-efforts-through-conservation-reserve-program-initiative; USDA. 2022. USDA to invest $1 billion in climate smart commodities, expanding
markets, strengthening rural America. https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2022/02/07/usda-invest-1-billion-climate-smart-commodities-expanding-markets
White House. 2021. Plan to conserve global forests: critical carbon sinks. https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Plan_to_Conserve_Global_Forests_final.pdf
Congress.gov. 2021. Growing Climate Solutions Act of 2021. https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/1251; Congress.gov. 2021. Amazon21 Act. https://www.congress.gov/bill/117thcongress/house-bill/5830/
D. Stabinsky. 2021. Briefing note on target 8 in the first draft of the post 2020 Global Biodiversity Framework. Friends of the Earth International. https://www.foei.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Target-8-Briefing-note.pdf
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Manufacturing demand and supply:
Scaling offset credits to scale markets
A global push for corporate and country net zero target
setting, and regulatory frameworks in some jurisdictions
such as the EU, are creating demand for removals. For reasons
explored earlier, that demand for removals manifests as an
increased demand for carbon offsets, whether or not those
offsets are removal or avoidance offset credits. The architects
of the effort to scale voluntary carbon markets assert that
the voluntary market will need to grow 15-fold by 2030,
clearly because the drivers of this market work under
assumptions of continued dependence on and burning of
fossil fuels.54 The co-chair of the TSVCM and CEO of the
British multinational banking and financial services company
Standard Chartered, Bill Winters, is among those predicting
a $100 billion voluntary market by the end of the decade. He
also thinks it’s “not practical” to halt fossil finance.55
With those working assumptions, the race is on to scale
markets by scaling offsets to meet the growing market demand
of actors wishing to offset their ongoing emissions and reach
their so-called net zero targets. Producing more offset credits
requires more actors on the ground developing projects to
generate those credits, and more sophisticated schemes to
count emission reductions or removals that are already
happening in untapped areas, such as forest management (like
NCX) and agricultural fields.56 For example, Cloud Agronomics
is a new firm using remote sensing and artificial intelligence to
generate soil carbon credits. From their website:
Soil has the largest untapped potential to service
global demand for carbon offsets. But producing soil
carbon credits and monitoring sequestration at scale
is not economically viable today. We’re here to change
that with trusted measurement technology that works
anywhere – at a fraction of conventional costs.57
But a deluge of new carbon-offset credits is not unmitigated
good news for the banking and asset management elite.
They require a stable market infrastructure that can both
handle volume and ensure credibility. If investors lose faith
in the value of the underlying asset, in this case the offset
credit, the market collapses.
However, one of the main strategies now being used to scale
the amount of available offsets for sale is very likely to create
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an unstable underlying asset: making everything look the
same–whether they are removals, avoided emissions,
reduced emissions, ephemeral soil carbon, or temporary
delays in harvesting of trees.
The grail of carbon markets: completely
interchangeable carbon units
Ideally, for traders, what is traded on a carbon market is a single
standardised unit. This has been a challenge to date. There are a
number of standard-setting bodies with their own rules and
methodologies, and carbon offset projects come in a wide variety.
There are projects that claim that carbon is temporarily removed,
through the planting of trees. Other (mostly speculative future)
projects claim carbon will be permanently removed, through some
form of engineered removal process coupled with technologies for
carbon storage.58 Some projects claim to stop emissions entirely,
for example by halting deforestation. Other projects claim to slow
down emissions, say from altering rates of tree harvesting.
From the vantage point of the climate, the only ‘offset’ that
could actually physically compensate for emissions is
permanent removal of carbon dioxide, on time scales
equivalent to the lifetime of fossil gasses in the atmosphere.59
Fossil emissions are effectively permanent—carbon dioxide
remains in the atmosphere for hundreds to thousands of
years. Carbon taken up by trees, grasslands, or soils is not
permanent, being released in just decades. Reduced or
avoided emissions do not at all compensate for emissions.
Carbon markets currently trade in offset credits that are generated
by all these different kinds of actions and results without
differentiation. Major efforts are underway to further entrench
this lack of differentiation, even as there are significant calls to
move away from the use of avoided and reduced emissions
credits.60 Scaling up markets, however, requires scaling up the
availability of offsets, and efforts to limit the types of credits traded
do not sit well with at least some players in the carbon offset
industry.61 The great lack of removal credits for sale,62 coupled with
the normative push towards removal-only offsetting, may be the
impetus behind two different initiatives to combine all three types
of offset credits into a new single kind of credit, and a distractive
focus on ‘quality’ over origin: the TREES credit, created by
Architecture for REDD+ Transactions (ART), and the Core Carbon
Principles (CCP) credit, by the successor to the TSVCM, the Integrity
Council for the Voluntary Carbon Market (IC-VCM).

54
55
56
57
58
59

F. Jackson. 2021. It’s time for the carbon markets to grow up. https://www.forbes.com/sites/feliciajackson/2021/10/29/its-time-for-the-carbon-markets-to-grow-up/?sh=71a43d8f72d0
F. Lacqua and A. Marsh. 2021. StanChart says it’s ‘not practical’ to halt fossil finance. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-13/stanchart-says-it-s-just-not-practical-to-halt-fossil-finance
As noted above, the potential impact of commodifying forests and fields as removals and offsets is highly concerning in terms of its implications for communities dependent on these lands.
Cloud Agronomics’ mission is to provide trusted soil carbon measurement to underpin carbon markets everywhere. https://www.cloudagronomics.com/
See earlier example of Carbon Direct.
According to the TSVCM, less than 5% of offsets actually remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. See graphic 2. See S. Stapczynski, A. Rathi, and G. Marawanyika. 2021. How to sell ‘carbon neutral’ fossil
fuel that doesn’t exist. 11 August. https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/how-to-sell-carbon-neutral-fossil-fuel-that-doesn-t-exist-1.1638878
60 University of Oxford. 2020.
61 Verra. 2022. Verra committed to projects that avoid emissions. Media statement. 5 April. https://verra.org/verra-committed-to-projects-that-avoid-emissions/. The media statement was made to clarify a
remark by Verra’s CEO that was ‘misinterpreted’ by some media outlets, when he said that “[T]here has to be a transition away from avoidance to removals.”
62 Carbon Direct. 2022. “Pure removal projects made up only 3% of all projects issuing credits over 2021 and 2022 YTD, while projects that tend to include a mix of removals and reductions represented 13%. No credits were
issued in 2021 for durable removals, the only type of offset that can effectively cancel the impacts of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere in a functional reversal of emitting carbon dioxide.”
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Pine plantation.
© Gorloff-KV / Shutterstock

By far the largest amount of removal carbon potentially to
be found resides in trees: those standing, degraded forests
that can be restored, and trees that can be planted, in small
holdings or large-scale plantations.64
The diversity of forms and sources for tree carbon removals
is illustrative of a larger problem for carbon market
developers looking for a standardised commodity. There is
an enormous array of different carbon credits on the market.

To scale up a market and make it safe for investment, the
developers’ task is to erase that diversity. And if they want to
really maximise the offset market benefit of standing trees,
the difference between avoided emissions (avoided
deforestation) and removals (forest restoration and new tree
plantings) also must be erased.
Avoided deforestation credits have been controversial and
kept out of some major compliance markets, including the
CDM and the European Union Emissions Trading System
(EU-ETS).65 In the recent negotiations on rules for markets
under Article 6 of the Paris Agreement, the question of
emissions avoidance was punted to the next round of talks.66

63 MacKenzie, D. 2009. Making things the same: Gases, emission rights and the politics of carbon markets. Accounting, Organizations and Society 34(3-4): 440-455.
64 If not for issues of permanence, measurement, reporting, and verification, soil sequestration would be as enthusiastically sought after as trees.
65 Controversially, both avoided deforestation and “high forest, low deforestation” (HFLD) credits have been accepted as “eligible emissions units” in the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for
International Aviation (CORSIA). See C. Streck, et al. 2022. Comment: We must protect intact forests but CORSIA got it wrong. Carbon Pulse 14 April. https://carbon-pulse.com/156727/. See also
Gilbertson, T. 2021. Financialization of nature and climate change policy: implications for mining-impacted Afro-Colombian communities. Community Development Journal 56(1): 21-38.
66 UNFCCC Decision 2/CMA.3 requests the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA) to consider “whether internationally transferred mitigation outcomes could include emission
avoidance” under Article 6.2 rules (paragraph 3(c)), and Decision 3/CMA.3 requests the SBSTA to consider “whether activities could include emission avoidance and conservation enhancement
activities” under Article 6.4 rules (paragraph 7(h)).
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The biggest issue of emissions avoidance for an offset
market is obvious: avoided emissions do nothing to
compensate for ongoing emissions. Another reason for
keeping avoided deforestation, including REDD+ credits, out
of compliance markets has been the potential for significant
inflating of baselines of deforestation and therefore
significantly inflating the amount of credits issued for
projects. Credits are issued based on deviation from an
assumed trajectory of deforestation. The higher a businessas-usual deforestation rate that is claimed, the more credits
that can be generated if that deforestation does not take
place or proceeds at a slower pace.67
The holy grail for the market is complete interchangeability,
or fungibility, of available credits. ‘If only’ a ton of currently
undesirable avoided carbon emissions from avoided
deforestation were seen to be equivalent to a ton of carbon
sequestered by growing trees, then hundreds of millions to
billions of tons of forest carbon could be newly available
annually to sell by forest owners or governments that
promise not to fell their trees.68
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Norway has clearly tried hard to green its image and obscure
its position as a major producer and consumer of fossil fuels,
with the significant amounts it has given to forest
protection in developing countries.69
Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest
Degradation (REDD+) is a global framework used in
developing countries, with attention to the role of
conservation, sustainable forest management, and
enhancement of forest carbon stocks. Under REDD+,
countries might receive direct payments for conserving
forests, or smaller avoided deforestation projects at subnational levels might generate offset credits for sale in
compliance and voluntary markets. However, major
compliance markets such as the EU-ETS do not allow use of
REDD+ project credits for a variety of reasons, including the
questionable credibility of site delineation, estimated
baselines, leakage, non-additionality, and non-permanence
of sequestered carbon.70 Demand for REDD+ credits on the
voluntary markets never really materialised, although that
seems to be changing with increased ‘net zero’ demand.71

The following subsections describe in detail two parallel and
interlocking efforts to grow the market, using similar
approaches to meld avoidance and removal credits, enabling
avoidance credits to help grow the available supply of
offsets. ART-TREES and the TSVCM are adopting a strategy of
making everything the same, creating a single credit to
include avoided emissions, reductions, and removals. In the
case of ART-TREES, the credit is called a TREES credit. TSVCM’s
credits are called CCP credits, where CCP is the acronym for
their Core Carbon Principles that define credit ‘quality’.
Registries could include an annotation to the credit that
would detail, among other attributes, whether or not the
credit was an avoidance or removal credit, but all credits
would be assumed to be interchangeable.

Participants in the global market are looking for a lot more
offset carbon to buy and sell. A set of powerful actors are
working to ‘make REDD+ great again’, and substantially
scale-up REDD+ credit trading on global markets, using a
variety of rehabilitation strategies.72

ART-TREES to the REDD+ rescue: Merging
avoided emissions, emission reductions,
and removals

ART’s standard for the measurement, monitoring,
reporting and verification of reductions and removals
from the forest sector — The REDD+ Environmental
Excellence Standard, known as TREES — represents the
next step in the evolution of global efforts to protect
and restore tropical forests. [emphasis added]73

Investments in protecting forests can buy a lot of green
credibility for industries, companies, and even countries that
are continuing to emit far more than the planet can handle.

As part of this upgrade, actors are also attempting to make
REDD+ credits fungible with emission reductions from other
sectors. Currently market actors certify REDD+ credits for
projects that avoid or reduce emissions (i.e. reduced emissions
from deforestation and degradation), not for carbon removals.
Architecture for REDD+ Transactions (ART) is a major entity
in this rehabilitation effort. They have recently updated their
TREES (The REDD+ Environmental Excellence Standard)
standard to version 2.0.

67 S. Stapczynski, A. Rathi, and G. Marawanyika. 2021. How to sell ‘carbon neutral’ fossil fuel that doesn’t exist. 11 August. https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/how-to-sell-carbon-neutral-fossil-fuel-thatdoesn-t-exist-1.1638878
68 https://redd.unfccc.int/info-hub.html
69 A.D. Usher. 2022. Calls for an independent commission to investigate Norway’s gigantic rainforest initiative. 8 April. https://www.development-today.com/archive/dt-2022/dt-2--2022/calls-for-anindependent-commission-to-investigate-norways-gigantic-rainforest-initiative
70 For example, see T.A.P. West et al. 2020. Overstated carbon emission reductions from voluntary REDD+ projects in the Brazilian Amazon. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 117(39): 24188-24194.
71 Laing, et al. 2015. Understanding the demand for REDD+ credits. Centre for Climate Change Economics and Policy Working Paper no. 218. Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the
Environment Working Paper no. 193.
72 A project to map the interlocking non-governmental and private entities and interests in this area would no doubt be very illuminating. For example, one of the principal architects of ART-TREES, Frances
Seymour of the World Resources Institute, is also a member of the Integrity Council of the Voluntary Carbon Market, the successor to the Task Force on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. Individuals from
Environmental Defense Fund, The Nature Conservancy, and Conservation International, all organisations with direct interests in the forest carbon offset market, are also main players in many of the efforts to
scale up forests in global carbon markets.
73 ART-REDD. 2021. TREES: the REDD+ Environmental Excellence Standard. artredd.org/trees/
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The main ‘quality’ innovation claimed by ART is to grant credits
only from jurisdictional approaches (at the level of national or
subnational jurisdictions), or nested jurisdictional approaches
(aggregating projects within a jurisdiction), rather than for
single projects. Moving beyond single-project-based financing
boosts carbon markets in a number of ways. To begin, working
at the jurisdictional level will mobilise larger amounts of
carbon and more easily be able to satisfy the large-scale needs
of major emitters. It will also assist in obscuring social and
environmental abuses—with projects it is much easier to see
what is going wrong. This is important because Indigenous
Peoples, NGOs, and social movements continue to call out the
abuses of REDD+.74 Jurisdictional approaches are implemented
and aggregated by the state or sub-national governments,
entities which have significant power and ability to cover up
land-grabbing and human rights abuses.

Another innovation in the 2.0 version of the standard is to add
removals options, while creating a single credit that encompasses
forest protection (avoided emissions), forest management
(reduced emissions), and forest restoration or tree planting,
including plantations (removals). Actions under any of these three
categories of activities can generate a TREES credit, with the
different activities serving as annotations to the base credit. ARTTREES is explicit in their intent for all TREES credits, regardless of the
annotation/activity, to be “fungible with emissions reductions in
other sectors.” This phrase is repeated multiple times in their
documents. Including carbon removals in the TREES credit scheme
provides the door opening they might need to finally get
widespread market acceptance of the undesirable REDD+ credit.
Shunned avoided and reduced emissions could be made palatable
when packaged together in a single unit with removals, and help
to create the credit volume that would be needed for fossil futures.

These schemes cause huge detrimental impacts on the
livelihoods and rights of Indigenous Peoples and local
communities. One such example is shown in box 5. However,
the scope of this report is not deeply focused on such impacts.

TREES supports transformational climate action at scale,
while upholding rigorous social and environmental
integrity, by crediting countries or large sub-national
jurisdictions that reduce emissions from deforestation,
protect forests in “high forest, low deforestation” areas,
and remove carbon from the atmosphere by restoring
native forests or by planting trees. … TREES incorporates
standardized market elements so that emission
reduction and removals credits are comparable among
jurisdictions and fungible with emission reductions from
other sectors. [emphasis added]

box 5: The failure of the
jurisdictional REDD+ experience
in Acre, Brazil
The jurisdictional REDD+ program in the state of Acre in
the Brazilian Amazon has been upheld as a model of
successful implementation.
However, Indigenous Peoples and other forest-dependent
communities in Acre, strongly oppose the REDD+
programme. Leticia Yawanawá from the indigenous women
organisation SITOA-KORE says: “I did not see any community
that had a single benefit from this REDD+ program.”
After more than 15 years of REDD+ in Acre,
deforestation is on the rise, just as it is in the whole
Brazilian Amazon. More large-scale infrastructure,
agribusiness and extractive industries are in the
pipeline. Meanwhile, Indigenous Peoples face a severe
attack on their territorial rights and other violations.75

74
75
76
77

ART-TREES has already secured several major sources of demand
for its credits. One is the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction
Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) programme of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Under the ICAO
agreement on reductions of emissions by international aviation,
all emissions growth after 2020 was to be offset with carbon
offset credits.76 That is a huge amount of carbon offsets—one
early estimate by the Environmental Defense Fund put the yearly
volume of offsets that might be needed as high as 2.5 Gt CO2.77
ART-TREES-verified REDD+ credits are one of the approved
sources of offset credits for use by CORSIA.78 In its documentation
on eligible emissions units, ICAO explicitly states that there are
no CORSIA exclusions for any types of credits offered on the ART
registry – that is, the annotations are irrelevant and all the credits
are considered equivalent.79 CORSIA eligibility has recently been
expanded to explicitly include forest protection credits generated
through ‘high forest, low deforestation’ (HFLD) projects.80

Greenpeace. 2021. The Luangwa Community Forests Project (LCFP) in Zambia. https://www.greenpeace.org/static/planet4-italy-stateless/2021/06/719f406b-gp-lcfp_scientific-report_english-version-1.pdf
https://www.wrm.org.uy/publications/15-years-of-redd-a-mechanism-rotten-at-the-core , https://cimi.org.br/2022/02/golpeverde/
The start date has now been altered to address impacts on the aviation sector by the global pandemic. https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Documents/Assembly/Resolution_A40-19_CORSIA.pdf
Environmental Defense Fund. 2018. Carbon prices under carbon market scenarios consistent with the Paris Agreement: implications for the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International
Aviation (CORSIA). https://www.edf.org/sites/default/files/documents/CORSIA%20Carbon%20Markets%20Scenarios_0.pdf
78 “ICAO’s approval of the use of national and subnational REDD+ credits for airlines to meet their CORSIA obligations reflects a decade of evolution of REDD+. Crediting under ART, for example, ensures
that jurisdictions meet standard market requirements for robust accounting, independent third-party verification, and issuance of serialized units on a transparent registry. These requirements allow
for ART credits issued for jurisdictional REDD+ to be fungible in markets with credits from other sectors and to attract finance at the scale needed to protect and restore global forest cover.”
https://www.artredd.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/ART-Approved-to-Supply-Units-to-CORSIA-FINAL.pdf
79 ICAO. 2021. CORSIA Eligible Emissions Units. Document 8. November. https://www.icao.int/environmentalprotection/CORSIA/Documents/TAB/ICAO%20Document%2008_CORSIA%20Eligible%20Emisions%20Units_March%202022.pdf
80 See footnote 55 and Streck et al. 2022.
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FIGURE

4

THREE CATEGORIES OF ACTIVITIES INCLUDED
IN THE ART-TREES STANDARD

Three categories of activities are eligible
to generate TREES Credits

Requirements
TREES specifies
requirements for
the quantification,
monitoring,
reporting and
verification of
Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) emission
reductions and
removals from
REDD+ activities at
a national or large
jurisdictional scale.

Overview of TREES

Removals
ART credits for carbon
removals from the
establishment of new
forests on land without
forest cover.

Reducing deforestation
and degradation

High Forest Low
Deforestation Areas
ART credits for emission
reductions and removals
in jurisdictions that have
high forest cover and
low rates of deforestation
(HFLD).

ART credits for emission
reductions from reducing
deforestation and forest
degradation – the most
urgent priority for the
forest sector.
Source: https://www.artredd.org/trees/

What does this mean for addressing climate change?
Airlines will increase their emissions and they can
‘compensate’ for those increased emissions by buying TREES
credits, the vast majority of which will be emissions
avoidance credits from avoiding deforestation, both in
forests where where there is little to no actual risk of
deforestation and in areas where deforestation is actually
increasing. The climate loses while the fossil industry and
aviation sector carry on with climate destruction.
ART-TREES literature uses a “look over here!” strategy–
emphasising ‘improvements’ and ‘innovations’ in using a
jurisdictional approach, avoiding double counting, involving
a greater range of stakeholders, and incorporating social and
environmental safeguards. The real innovation, to greatly
increase the volume of carbon credits that can be sold on
markets and under CORSIA and perhaps avoid regulatory
bans on forest carbon such as under the EU-ETS, is to merge
avoided emissions, reductions, and removals, including largescale plantations,81 into a single unit.
In addition to providing credits to CORSIA, the ART-TREES standard
and TREES credits are being used by the Lowering Emissions by
Accelerating Forest finance (LEAF) coalition, a coalition of fossil
governments (US, UK, and Norway) and corporations82 ostensibly

mobilising funds for forest protection. LEAF has a dual nature–it
is both for government investment in avoided deforestation and
for corporate offsetting. The LEAF Coalition is the latest high
profile effort to mobilise finance for forest protection while giving
major producer-emitters like the United States, United Kingdom,
and Norwegian governments, BlackRock, Delta, Nestlé, Unilever,
and WalMart green cover.83 Interestingly, the LEAF coalition was
part of the show to demonstrate ‘climate ambition’ at the
UNFCCC COP26 in Glasgow,84 and its website promises that its
credits can contribute to countries achieving their Nationally
Determined Commitments (NDCs).85
LEAF has the stated aim of aggregating “demand by corporate
and sovereign participants for REDD+ results that meet the
independent ART-TREES standard.”86 Demand by corporate
participants may not always be for tradeable credits. Actors
like Unilever have taken a corporate position to not engage in
the voluntary market but rather to assign some amount of
corporate spending yearly for ‘contributions’ to the global
effort. Unilever is already engaged in approaches such as
‘insetting’—that is, ostensibly balancing emissions with
removals within its own value chain. Insetting is far less
transparent—Unilever can contract farmers or landowners
within its supply chain to deliver removals, with no need to
rely on external accounting frameworks. Joining LEAF provides

81 ART-TREES celebrates the inclusion of plantations: “TREES 2.0 expands crediting at the jurisdictional scale to include carbon removals that result from the establishment of forests on land without
forest cover.” In their removals primer, plantations are referred to as “areas of new commercial planting.” In explaining why plantations and natural restoration will be treated the same, the primer
goes on to note that as “the atmosphere is seeing the carbon sequestration benefit regardless of natural forest or commercial forest, … both should be eligible for crediting.”
https://www.artredd.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/ART-Removals-Primer.pdf
82 As of this writing, these include Amazon, Airbnb, Bayer, BCG, BlackRock, Burberry, Delta Air Lines, E.ON, EY, GSK, Intertek, Inditex, McKinsey, Nestle, PWC, Salesforce, SAP, Unilever, and Walmart.
83 C. Lang. 2021. Re-branding REDD: how the LEAF coalitions aims to greenwash Big Polluters like Delta Airlines, Amazon, Bayer, Nestlé, Salesforce, and Unilever. 21 November. https://reddmonitor.org/2021/11/01/re-branding-redd-how-the-leaf-coalition-aims-to-greenwash-big-polluters-like-delta-airlines-amazon-bayer-nestle-salesforce-and-unilever/
84 Emergent. 2021. LEAF coalition mobilizes $1 billion for tropical forest conservation. 2 November. https://www.emergentclimate.com/leaf-mobilizes-1-billion-for-forest-protection/
85 “The LEAF Coalition empowers tropical and subtropical forest countries to move more rapidly towards ending deforestation, while supporting them in achieving their Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs) under the Paris Agreement.” https://leafcoalition.org/
86 LEAF Coalition. N.d. https://leafcoalition.org/
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green cover for those efforts by publicly showing large
investments in keeping standing forests standing, effectively
greenwashing a company that has a long and sordid history
of massive deforestation linked with its products.87
Government backing provides further cover and legitimacy
to a consolidated credit that combines REDD+ avoided
emissions and removals. As with ART-TREES itself, LEAF
literature puts a lot of emphasis on steps being taken to
create ‘high-quality’ credits. One has to dig into the details,
as done in this section, to learn that the TREES credits being
generated are blending removals and avoided emissions and
that removals can be carried out on large-scale plantations.
The overall objective of ART-TREES and LEAF seems clear: bring
standing forests more thoroughly into carbon-offset markets.88
This has been a dilemma for actors on both the supply side and
the demand side. Those interested in using markets to protect
forests have not seen demand for REDD+ credits commensurate
with perceived finance needs, and supply consistently outpaces
demand, keeping the value of credits low. Those interested in
using offsets to legitimise ongoing fossil consumption know
that the supply of offsets will need to increase considerably. The
conflation of ‘avoidance’, ‘reduction’, and ‘removal’ within a single
credit will be particularly valuable for those looking to sell forest
credits based on avoidance and reductions, given the growing
understanding that neither avoided emissions nor reductions
can compensate for ongoing emissions. It allows nagging issues
of inflated baselines and leakage, among others, to be swept
under a rug. It remains to be seen whether this conflation and
consolidation into a single credit is effective in pushing Parties
of the UNFCCC or Member States of the European Union to
allow REDD+ credits into their trading mechanisms.

These two innovations are central: a new narrative of
‘quality’ and a new credit-making approach that makes
everything the same. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we see those
innovations replicated in the work of the TSVCM, which is
also doing its part to dissolve the differentiation between
avoided emissions, emission reductions, and removals in
their quest for completely fungible carbon credits.

Task Force on Scaling Voluntary Carbon
Markets (TSVCM): the making of an asset
The TSVCM was established by the International Institute of
Finance, spearheaded by Mark Carney, former governor of
the Banks of England and Canada and currently a vice-chair
of Brookfield Asset Management. It has been co-chaired by
Bill Winters, CEO of Standard Chartered, and Annette
Nazareth, a former commissioner on the US Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Of the 55 task force members, 28 represent banks, investment
and trading firms, airline, shipping, or fossil fuel-related
companies (see box 6), all presumably with significant
quantities of stranded assets to protect and, ideally, to
‘unstrand’. The leadership by global financial institutions is
perhaps not surprising, given that G20 financial institutions
have $22 trillion worth of exposure to the transition risks (or
stranded assets) of carbon-intensive industries–accounting for
almost 20% of their loans and investments. Banks carry $13.8
trillion of this exposure and asset managers $6.6 trillion.89 By
greening the image of companies and contributing to a
narrative that fossil futures may still be possible, offsets and
the idea of removals serve to unstrand those assets.

box 6: Banks, investment and trading firms, airline, shipping, and fossilfuel related companies represented on the Task Force on Scaling
Voluntary Carbon Markets 90
AXA
BlackRock
DBS Bank
Geely
Macquarie
RWE
Total Energies

Bank of America
BNP Paribas
Delta Airlines
Goldman Sachs
Maersk
Shell
Trafigura

BBVA
Boeing
easyJet
Itaú Unibanco
Mahindra
Tata
UBS

BP
Dangote
Etihad
London Stock Exchange Group
Rabobank
Temasek
Vitol

87 Greenpeace Southeast Asia. 2018. Greenpeace investigation exposes how world’s biggest brands are still linked to rainforest destruction in Indonesia. 19 September.
https://www.greenpeace.org/southeastasia/press/1167/greenpeace-investigation-exposes-how-worlds-biggest-brands-are-still-linked-to-rainforest-destruction-in-indonesia/
88 As with ART-TREES, organisations central to constructing and supporting the LEAF Coalition, such as Emergent and Environmental Defense Fund, are closely tied to both the carbon market and REDD+.
Emergent was established by EDF in 2019.
89 The Energy Mix. 2021. ‘$22-trillion time bomb’ ahead unless banks drop high-carbon investments, Moody’s warns. 28 November. https://www.theenergymix.com/2021/11/28/22-trillion-time-bombahead-unless-banks-drop-high-carbon-investments-moodys-warns/
90 Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. N.d. https://www.iif.com/tsvcm
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The TSVCM started in September 2020 with the assumption
that the carbon offset market would need to scale 15-fold.91
Its work over the subsequent year is captured in a final
report and recommendations.92 One of its last deliverables
was to establish the Integrity Council for the Voluntary
Carbon Market (IC-VCM) to take over the work of ‘governing’
the voluntary market.93
The stated ambition for the voluntary market, as expressed
in the final report of the TSVCM, is dual: create high-integrity
carbon credits and robust, transparent, liquid markets. Of
course, robust, transparent, liquid markets require an
underlying commodity that is stable. The first ambition
supports the second.
The new IC-VCM will be charged with creating and defining
the terms of a new type of carbon credit, based on a set of
Core Credit Principles (CCPs).94 Perhaps unsurprisingly, this
new carbon credit will be a single currency—the CCP credit—
regardless of whether those credits are generated through
removals, emissions avoidance, or reductions. Credits may be
further labeled with ‘attributes’, which include designating
whether the credits are generated through avoidance or
removals, what sort of reduction or removal methods are
used (technological vs. nature-based), what sort of carbon
storage methods are used (natural vs. engineered), whether
corresponding adjustments under Paris Agreement Article 6
rules have been made, and whether or not there are any cobenefits associated with the project.
The CCP credits are standardised. Similar to ART-TREES credits,
the specific attributes of the credits are included as an
annotation in the central credit registry. It is adherence to the
Core Credit Principles which serve to make all the different
offset types look the same and unify them into a single credit.
Differences are swept under the rug of governance and
‘integrity’. In the words of the Task Force itself, “CCPs enable
innovative approaches to collectivising risk and streamlining
how credits are created, transferred, and used.”95
Standardisation in the CCP is the first step in creating
“robust, transparent, liquid” markets. Another critical step is
harmonisation of the terms under which they are traded.
The IC-VCM is defining the CCP credit. A legal working group
is operating behind the scenes to craft the language for core
reference contracts for trading exchanges.
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The final report notes the need to harmonise legal principles,
“streamlining the legal landscape,” for “creating, and thereby
trading, a truly fungible product”. The legal elements include
provisions on the limitation of liability, force majeure, dispute
resolution, cybersecurity, termination, auditable logs, tax
compliance, and prohibited practices. Harmonisation of
these elements within a core reference contract will,
according to the legal working group, serve to create a more
uniform and hence more easily tradable product. They assist
with harmonisation across methodology types, jurisdictions,
and financial regulatory frameworks. Different standards,
such as Verra or the Gold Standard, would have to integrate
these core legal elements into their Terms of Use in order to
be able to issue CCP credits.
More legally uniform products help drive market scaling.
They also facilitate changing the nature of the CCP—from a
commodity to an asset. Different participants in the CCP
market have different needs—from short-term, over-thecounter emissions offsetting; to futures contracts that help
hedge against price risks; or just for secure enough places to
locate excess speculative capital. The solidity of the
underlying asset—a fungible, ‘high-quality’ CCP credit—is
central to creating derivatives and other types of securities
and investment products based on the CCP credit, and so are
the terms for market transactions.
Making it all the same—REDD+ credits, removals through
forest restoration, emissions avoidance with renewable
energy projects, soils in large agriculture projects, biogas
from industrial livestock production, large-scale and smallscale agroforestry projects—is the objective. This diversity
of operations, methodologies, landscapes, enterprises, and
livelihood projects is anathema to a global commodity
market that operates on uniformity. In their very essence
these projects are not fungible—fossil and terrestrial carbon,
removals and avoided emissions, permanent storage and
temporary sequestration are fundamentally different in
their nature and in their climate impact. But these are
annoying details to hide away if the ultimate goal, as we
imagine, is to create a market that can help unstrand the
stranded fossil assets of coal, oil, and gas companies; global
banks; asset managers; airline and shipping firms—those
sectors and entities represented in box 6. Making it all the
same enables the scale required for imagining and enacting
fossil futures.

91 Task Force on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. 2020. Explanatory note: our ambition, timeline and deliverables. 30 September. https://www.iif.com/tsvcm/MainPage/Publications/ID/4098/Explanatory-Note-Our-Ambition-Timeline-and-Deliverables
92 Task Force on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. 2021. Phase II report. 8 July. https://www.iif.com/Portals/1/Files/TSVCM_Phase_2_Report.pdf
93 While not explicitly mentioned in the report, it can be assumed that the preference of the actors involved is for voluntary self-oversight of the market rather than its regulation by governments.
94 The IC-VCM will hold a consultation on the CCPs in May 2022 and expects to announce a decision in September 2022.
95 Task Force on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. 2021. Technical Appendix. 8 July. https://www.iif.com/Portals/1/Files/TSVCM_Phase_2_%20Report_Technical_appendix.pdf
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Deforestation to make way for
a palm oil plantation in Borneo,
Malaysia. © Rich Carey / Shutterstock

The past decade of carbon offsetting practices has provided
ample material for blistering critiques of offsetting projects
and the offset market. From deforesting old growth forests
for the planting of trees in forest carbon projects, to chemical
plants deliberately making a powerful greenhouse gas as a
by-product of other processes and then generating carbon
credits through its destruction (a lucrative if bizarre venture
made possible because of the extreme warming potential of
the gases and therefore the monetary value of avoided
emissions credits), the offset landscape is replete with tales
of fake credits, junk credits, and stolen credits.96 The notion
of carbon ‘offsetting’ carries many negative connotations,
and YouTube videos mocking the idea go viral.97

In the recent efforts to ‘make carbon offsets great again’,
market actors, including a small number of market-oriented
non-governmental organisations, have carried out a
concerted public relations effort to improve the image of
carbon offsets. The PR work entails first admitting that there
are some bad offsets out there, which then provides space for
creating a narrative around good offsets, or in the language
of their developers, ‘high-quality’ offsets. The term ‘integrity’
is also put to use alongside ‘high-quality’ in these efforts.

96 C. Girardin, et al. 2021. Nature-based solutions can help cool the planet—if we act now. Nature 593: 191.194; J. Hance. 2011. Carbon credit market for HFC-23 racked by fraud. 30 November.
https://news.mongabay.com/2011/11/carbon-credit-market-for-hfc-23-racked-by-fraud/
97 Cheat Neutral. 2007. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3_CYdYDDpk; Climate Ad Project. 2021. Murder offsets. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQbYk1p2cn8.
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Defining Integrity: the Integrity Council
and the Voluntary Carbon Markets
Integrity (VCMI) initiative
The TSVCM has named its new governance body ‘The
Integrity Council for the Voluntary Carbon Market (IC-VCM)’.
Its stated task is to set and enforce (voluntary) global
standards for the voluntary carbon market. The new
Integrity Council has 22 members, including representation
from three market-friendly NGOs: Conservation
International (CI), Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), and
World Resources Institute (WRI).
In 2021, the Meridian Institute developed the Voluntary
Carbon Market Integrity (VCMI) initiative, “a multistakeholder platform to drive credible, net-zero aligned
participation in voluntary carbon markets.” Its immediate
priorities are to develop high-integrity guidance for buyers
of carbon credits and support their access to high integrity
markets. The Meridian Institute continues as the Secretariat
for the initiative as it evolves post-COP26. NGO members of
the expert advisory group include representatives from EDF,
WRI, and World Wildlife Fund (WWF).

Manufacturing a consensus
on ‘high-quality’ carbon
In late 2021, Meridian published a draft ‘consensus’
statement on high-quality tropical forest carbon credits:
“improving the integrity and impact of tropical forest carbon
credits by guiding corporate demand.”98 The ‘consensus’ was
actually sponsored by only six global NGOs—CI, EDF, The
Nature Conservancy (TNC), Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS), WRI, and WWF—and two partner organisations from
the Amazon region. Several of the sponsoring NGOs have
featured prominently as brokers in a significant number of
the land-based offset scandals that have made international
news over the past few years.99
In short, the statement advises forest carbon offset credit
purchasers to prioritise jurisdictional-scale forest protection
over project-scale (one of the priorities in the ART-TREES
standard) and to prioritise emission reductions over removals,
through advance purchase agreements to scale supply.100

So that is the division of labour–the Task Force and its
subsidiary working groups and Integrity Council are focused
on the supply side of the market, while the VCMI is focused on
demand and guidance for what credible claims companies and
governments might be able to make about the impact of their
actions. The VCMI straddles the supply-demand interface, as
it also helps countries create strategies to enhance possibilities
to sell credits to voluntary markets in line with international
rules under Article 6 of the Paris Agreement.

Activists at the climate
justice march during
COP24 in Poland, 2018.
© Richard Dixon / Friends of the
Earth Scotland

98 Draft consensus statement on high quality tropical forest carbon credits. 2021. https://s31207.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Final-Draft-Consensus-Statement-on-High-Quality-Tropical-ForestCarbon-Credits-2.pdf
99 For example, see B. Elgin. 2020. These trees are not what they seem. Bloomberg 9 December. https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2020-nature-conservancy-carbon-offsets-trees/
100 For example the document counsels that “[t]he relative balance of different kinds of tropical forest credits within a portfolio should evolve over time in the direction of being more heavily weighted
toward jurisdictional-scale credits, including fully nested projects.”
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Palm oil plantation in Indonesia.
© Izlan Somai / Shutterstock

A range of entities invested in the carbon market have
supported with millions of dollars the establishment and
work of the TSVCM, its externally facing Integrity Council,
and the behind-the-scenes working groups.101 As we noted
above, it is hard to imagine that this collection of major firms
involved in running and profiting from the fossil economy
are not looking for ways to unstrand their assets.

It is also clear that actors involved in the construction of the
market have intentions beyond mere offsetting. With the
creation and expansion of this marketplace, where its
creators expect to grow the offset credit market 15-fold from
where it is now, they are also planning for the expansion of
trading and profit-making options to secondary markets and
derivatives (e.g. futures and swaps) markets. Some of the
secondary and derivatives markets trading may still be for
the purposes of offsetting,102 but there will clearly also be
speculative use made of these markets, as with any other
commodity or securitised asset.103 Of course, the more
credits that are created and traded, in whatever form and for
whatever purposes, the greater the potential for devastating
consequences for the climate, biodiversity, and Indigenous
Peoples and local communities.

101 Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. N.d. https://www.iif.com/tsvcm
102 the unearthed report. https://unearthed.greenpeace.org/2022/05/02/carbon-offsetting-marketclimate/?utm_campaign=Weekly%20Briefing&utm_content=20220506&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Revue%20newsletter
103 “Because [credits] have a financial value, they constitute an investment opportunity which means that in many cases, market participants are not limited to compliance entities, but also may include many
financial intermediaries such as investment firms, banks, brokerages, and possibly even individuals.” International Climate Action Partnership. 2013. Carbon market oversight primer.
https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/?option=com_attach&task=download&id=257
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The more underground and technical work enabling the
transformation of simple offset credits into derivatives and
securities takes place in the legal and contractual working
group of the TSVCM. Standard Terms of Use enable credits
to be aggregated and sold in large quantities in a variety of
types of transactions. For example, the figure below
illustrates four different transaction possibilities, starting
with a hypothetical case where an Asian forest (plantation?)
project developer sells future removals to an oil and gas
company. The oil and gas company can hedge against an
increase in CCP credit prices by paying a fixed cost now for
credits to be delivered over 10 years’ time. The other
examples illustrated use even more finance jargon to
describe the range of future possible transactions imagined:
call options, swaps, spot and meta-future contracts.

FIGURE

5

Making a uniform underlying asset will help enable the scale
of available offsets that are required for imagining fossil
futures. It also will enable the construction of new types of
derivatives and securities, and new asset classes. The first
warnings were sounded over 10 years ago about the risks of
‘subprime carbon’, the name evoking the subprime
mortgages that were the underlying assets for newly
created mortgage-backed derivatives such as collateralised
debt obligations and credit default swaps.104 Massive
investments in those complex securities with junk
underlying assets led to bank failures, the 2007 banking
crisis, and the 2008 financial crisis.

AN EXAMPLE FROM THE TECHNICAL APPENDIX OF THE TSVCM FINAL
REPORT ILLUSTRATING MULTIPLE POSSIBLE USES OF OFFSET CREDITS
WHICH WILL BE FACILITATED BY STANDARD CORE CONTRACT TERMS

C.I | Integrated contract mechanics enable
additional use cases for future delivery
Upfront project funding through an offtake agreement with
a fixed price to hedge price risk for the supplier
Delivery method: physical delivery

Intermediary hedging against price risk

Delivery method: physical delivery

An Asian forestry project developer requires the future returns
from its removal credits upfront, to fund saplings.
A large international O&G company funds 50% upfront and
commits to buy the CCP removal credits over the next 10
years at a fixed price via an ERPA. Based on this agreement a
bank funds the other 50% via a loan.
The Parties use the price signals from long-term metafuture removal contracts which they use for hedging their
price risks and for yearly valuation of their agreements.

A global retailer wants to compensate its carbon footprint by
retiring CCP credits via an intermediary every quarter of
the year.
The retailer requires in its RfP that the intermediary guarantee
a fixed price over the course of the year. The intermediary
hedges the price risk via the meta-future contract and
retires the CCP credits in the name of the retailer in its metaregistry account.

End-user hedging against price risk through a call option

Swapping a futures contract into spot contracts close to
the retirement date

Delivery method: physical delivery

Delivery method: cash delivery of futures followed by
physical delivery of spots

A large international bank wants to compensate its carbon
footprint for the first time for the upcoming year.
Due to large uncertainty in the volume and rising prices for
CCP credits it decides to buy the minimum number of credits
needed in Q1 via a spot exchange.
For the uncertain amount their commodity trading desk is able
to price a call option and hedge the underlying risk via the
liquid December meta-future contract.

Due to fluctuating utilization of its fleet in the course of the
year, an airline decides to buy CCP credits via the metafuture contract maturing in December regularly based on its
monthly MRV numbers.
Close to delivery of the contract in December it swaps its
future position into different spot contracts representing
projects in regions where it is active in.

Source: https://www.iif.com/Portals/1/Files/TSVCM_Phase_2_%20Report_Technical_appendix.pdf

104 Chan, Michelle. 2009. Subprime carbon? Rethinking the world’s largest new derivatives market. Friends of the Earth US. https://foe.org/resources/subprime-carbon-re-thinking-the-worlds-largest-new-derivatives-market/
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Despite all the efforts of the TSVCM, words and contracts
will not shore up the underlying asset, carbon offset credits.
Firms like NCX will make up their own accounting metrics
and a scaled-up carbon market will consume their tons of
carbon like any other ton of carbon for sale on that market.
Credit aggregators will bundle offset credits from different
project developers, operating in different countries,
packaging together future removals and past avoided
emissions. Derivatives markets are dominated by financial
speculators. More complexity means more possibilities for
speculation and gaming.

Protesting against carbon
markets at COP26 in Glasgow,
2021. © Hanae Takahashi / Friends of

New derivatives, new asset classes?
New derivatives based on carbon offsets are already
proliferating. For example, in 2021, the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange began offering two new futures contracts: for
Global Emissions Offsets and Nature-Global Emissions
Offsets. According to their website, these “futures offer firms
a simple way to meet emissions-reduction targets using
high-quality, nature-based offsets sourced exclusively from
agriculture, forestry, and other land use (AFOLU) projects.”105
The New York Stock Exchange and Intrinsic Exchange Group
are pioneering a whole new asset class—Natural Asset
Companies (NACs)—to “convert natural assets into financial
capital.” “NACs will capture the intrinsic and productive value
of nature and provide a store of value based on the vital assets
that underpin our entire economy and make life on earth
possible. Examples of natural assets that could benefit from
the NAC structure include natural landscapes such as forests,
wetlands and coral reefs, as well as working lands such as
farms.” Carbon sequestration (i.e. removal) is the main value
described in the promotional materials. “Natural asset
companies will hold the rights to the ecosystem services
produced by natural or working landscapes. These rights will
be licensed from sovereign nations, private landowners, or
companies with significant property holdings. … working to
bring natural assets into the financial mainstream.”

the Earth Japan

105 CME Group. 2022. CBL Nature-Based Global Emissions Offset (N-GEO) futures. https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/energy/nature-based-global-emissions-offset-futures.html
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In its sixth assessment cycle, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) released three working group reports,
each with a message to be echoed here. The report from IPCC
Working Group I confirmed a small and rapidly declining
budget to keep global temperatures below 1.5°C. Working
Group II gave a glimpse of the dangers of exceeding that
budget and the consequences of assuming that a strategy of
overshoot could protect against those dangers. Working
Group III concluded that the time for action is now, that
emissions must immediately peak and that we can and
should with all due speed transform our economies away
from fossil-derived energy and products.106

Working Group III also recognised the importance of carbon
removals to efforts to keep warming below 1.5°C, as additional
to deep emissions cuts, stating unequivocally that removals
“cannot serve as a substitute for deep emissions reductions.”107
In other words, removals cannot serve to offset ongoing emissions.
Still, powerful fossil fuel interests, including the finance
sector that serves as banker to and asset manager of those
interests, are keeping the dream of removals alive in part in
two ways: with narratives that obscure the distinction
between removals and offsets, and by dramatically growing
the size of the carbon offset market. That growth is
accomplished by new rules and standards that, among other
things, serve to obscure the division between avoidance or
reduction of greenhouse gasses and their removal from the
atmosphere. And the extremely climate-relevant
characteristic of permanence for removals is largely ignored.

106 IPCC. 2021. Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [V. Masson-Delmotte, et
al. (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press. In Press.; IPCC. 2022. Climate Change 2022: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Contribution of Working Group II to the Sixth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [H.-O. Pörtner, et al. (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press. In Press.; IPCC. 2022. Climate Change 2022: Mitigation of Climate Change.
107 IPCC. 2022. Summary for Policymakers. Section C.9.1.
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In the futures imagined by fossil interests, from corporations
like Shell to investment bankers like Bill Winters of Standard
Chartered and the TSVCM, coal, oil, and gas still play a large
role in global economies.108 According to the IPCC, to keep
global temperatures within a liveable range, fossil futures
would require large amounts of removal, far beyond that
which is possible through the restoration of ecosystems,
reforestation, and integration of trees into crop and livestock
systems. Moreover, the IPCC argues that removals in natural
ecosystems can only be temporary, because trees and
grasses and soil organisms live temporary lives.
The green image of currently available types of natural
removals (sometimes referred to as Nature-Based Solutions) is
used as a smokescreen for where the imagined removals might
come from some day: land- and geo-engineered approaches,
which we call ‘carbon unicorns’. Some are only available now

to keep global temperatures within
a liveable range, fossil futures would
require large amounts of removal,
far beyond that which is possible
through the restoration of ecosystems,
reforestation, and integration of trees
into crop and livestock systems.

at a pilot scale, and others still completely speculative, all
packaged together to promise great sums of future removals—
someday, after overshooting 1.5°C by a certainly deadly margin.
Fossil futures rely on political and economic power as well
as a set of compelling narratives to make it seem as if there
is no alternative to fossil-fuelled economies. The house of
cards that is the carbon offset market contributes to the
economic and narrative power of those futures, but its
greatest threat to climate reduction efforts are the real
material consequences of carbon trading systems—all of
which do nothing to reduce emissions. Global emissions
continue to rise when actors rely on offsets rather than
reducing their emissions at source. The work to obscure the
difference between avoided or reduced emissions and
removals as market actors greatly expand the volume of
carbon credits will contribute to climate disaster.
All money going to buy offset credits could and should be
immediately channeled directly into climate action.
Companies should be investing directly in phasing out fossil
fuels and building toward a just transition as well as
assisting others around the world to do the same. The only
way we will successfully keep temperature rise below 1.5°C
is a rapid, just, and equitable transition to a peoples-centred
renewable energy system. There is no room for carbon
markets and offsets on the path to fossil-free futures.

Indigenous leaders join the
global climate march to
protest carbon markets,
REDD+ and other false
solutions, during COP25 in
Madrid, 2019.
© Indigenous Environmental Network

108 Oxy. 2022. Occidental, SK Trading International sign first agreement for net-zero oil created from captured atmospheric carbon dioxide. 22 March. https://www.oxy.com/news/news-releases/occidental-sktrading-international-sign-first-agreement-for-net-zero-oil-created-from-captured-atmospheric-carbon-dioxide/
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Our demands for real zero / system change
1. Governments must urgently begin to cooperate on a coordinated phase-out of fossil fuel production and
consumption, with equity at the core.
2. We must accelerate the transformation towards a climate-just world by transforming our energy system, based
on principles such as energy sufficiency for all, energy sovereignty, energy democracy, energy as a common good,
100% renewable energy for all, community-owned, low-impact renewable energy.
3. We demand that the inherent rights and sovereignty of Indigenous Peoples, and human rights of peasants and
local communities are granted and implemented, so that the traditional knowledge and practices of Community
Forest Management (CFM) can be fully implemented to help halt climate change and biodiversity loss, and forests
should be kept out of carbon markets, offsets and other such schemes.
4. We demand support for peasant agroecology, artisanal fishing, and the small-scale farmers who still feed 70-80%
of the people on our planet. We must move away from a neoliberal, corporate-controlled industrial food system,
towards a system based on the principles of food sovereignty, food as a human right, and peoples’ control over
seeds, land, water and other commons.
5. We demand a new economics for people and planet, which values the care system and the reproduction of life,
recognises our interdependence as human beings, and re-organises care and domestic work to be shared between men,
women and the State. This transformation is essential to building our resilience against health and environmental crises.
6. We must reclaim the public sphere and political arena from the perspective of economic, social and gender justice,
and ensure peoples’ rights. Public services can be used to guarantee peoples’ access to water, health, energy,
education, communication, transport and food. To pay for these public services we need fair, transparent and
redistributive tax systems.
7. We demand binding rules on big business, allowing us to rein back the power of transnational corporations and
provide victims with access to justice, compensation and restoring of their livelihoods wherever corporate crimes occur.
8. Governments must build a just recovery from the Covid-19 crises, based on environmental, social, gender, racial,
economic and people-centred justice.
9. We demand a climate-just world that is free from patriarchy, white supremacy, and all systems of oppression,
domination and inequality.
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friends of the earth international is the world’s largest grassroots environmental
federation with 73 national member groups and millions of members and supporters
around the world. Our vision is of a peaceful and sustainable world based on societies
living in harmony with nature. We envision a society of interdependent people living in
dignity, wholeness and fulfilment in which equity and human and peoples’ rights are
realised. This will be a society built upon peoples’ sovereignty and participation. It will
be founded on social, economic, gender and environmental justice and be free from all
forms of domination and exploitation, such as neoliberalism, corporate globalisation,
neo-colonialism and militarism. We believe that our children’s future will be better
because of what we do.
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